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Happy
Valentine’s
Day!

Editor’s
Note

By Garrett Kennedy

Hello fellow Spartans!
We will soon be accepting
applications to be an
editor of the Sword and
Shield next year, so
here’s a little information
about what I do in the
club. As the “operations
manager” of the Sword
and Shield, I am in charge
of managing the website,
I coordinate volunteers for
the monthly distribution
of the newspaper, and I
help with whatever else we
need to get done. If you
are interested in a position
in the club be sure to
keep your eye out for the
announcement that we are
accepting applications, and
even if you don’t get the
accepted as an editor, you
can still write for us, Sword
and Shield is a really fun
club to be a part of!
I hope you are having a
happy start to your second
semester, all of your finals
went well, and your new
classes are off to a good
start. If you are planning on
making a change in your
schedule be sure to talk to
your counselor soon and
get that all taken care of.
Speaking of schedules,
now’s the time to select
our courses for next year,
make sure to make good
choices and talk over your
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Editor’s Note Continued...
decisions with your teachers. There are a couple new
classes that are being offered this year, so be sure to look
over all your options in this issue of the newspaper before
you decide. Another exciting event coming up this month
is Valentine’s day! Please enjoy our special pink cover; it’s
the perfect gift for your significant other/friend. Read up
on the successful
musical, Little
Shop of Horrors
and the actor
profiles. Also be
sure to see our
articles about the
Women’s March
on Madison and
time crystals.
Have a great rest
of your February
and make sure
to keep up with
everything, we
are halfway done
guys!

STUDENT LIFE
BREAKING NEWS:
A murderous plant is
eating America alive!
The plant originated
from Mushnik’s Flower
Shop, 1313 Skid Row, on
February 3, 2016. Many
came to see the marvelous
plant. Fortunately, no one
was eaten, because the
people who came to see the
plant were in the audience
of MTC’s Little Shop of
Horrors.
Little Shop of Horrors
debuted on Friday February
3, in the auditorium here
at JMM. With a new light
board, consistent sound
system, and amazing
staging/props, the show
was a fantastic hit with
incredible talent. The show
even made the Channel
3000/News 3, filling the
House with excitement and
energy. Fueling the techies,
leads, orchestra, and
ensemble, the energy from
the audience pushed them
to their best.
Over the course of the
rehearsals, the actors and
actresses of Little Shop of
Horrors really adapted to
their characters, bringing
about a genuine musical.
The ensemble was no
less when it came to
intensifying the energy on
stage. Crowding around
the apron of the stage and
the sides, the continuously
harmonized with the leads.
The musical numbers
were also beautifully
choreographed by Sara
Bartlett, in which the
dance moves enhanced
the vivacity of the songs.
Consequently, managing
the lighting with new
technology heightened
the musical numbers
and acting. With sound
management, microphones
were well controlled,

Little Shop of Horrors

By Evanka Annyapu and Leah Vredenbregt

making it an all-round
successful musical.
Some parts of the musical
that should also receive
genuine recognition are
the orchestra and the
set construction crew.
Without the orchestra, the
binding of the voices and
acting would’ve never
come about. Boosting
every scene to a new
standard, the orchestra
of four instrumentalists
(piano, bass, guitar, and
percussion), completed
the picture. The set
construction crew worked
hard hours starting in
the end of December to
the very first show night.
Building the set requires
a lot of stamina and
motivation, but no one
fell short of enthusiasm to
finish the stage.
Hoping to have been
a generously successful
musical, the cast and
techies of Little Shop
of Horrors look to
some Tommy Award
Nominations and send out
their thanks to the many

that came to watch.

Cast:

Audrey --- Audrey Accardo
Seymour --- Aris Awes
Mushnik --- Sean
Cunningham
Orin --- Malcolm Buisch
Audrey ll (Voice of the
Plant) --- Joe BonDurant
Customer --- Jacob Larget
Bernstein/Ensemble --Nathaniel Kiehn
Mrs. Luce/Ensemble --Addie Zweifel
Snip/Ensemble --- Kurt
Eggers
Patricia Martin/Ensemble
--- Julia Siegel
Doo-Wop Girls:
Crystal --- Tess Lenzen
Angelica --- Bijou Hendee
Ronette --- Greta Larget
Delilah --- Kiran Arora
Chiffon --- Hannah Metzger
Carletta --- Chloe
Baumbach
Cheri --- Lea Hulsey
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Memorial’s
Foreign
Language
Elective
By Kelly Wu

AUDREY

Audrey Accardo
Role in the musical: Audrey
Grade: 11th
Favorite joke of the show:
Anything the dentist [Orin
played by Malcolm Buisch]
does.
Favorite song: “Sominex”
Hardest thing about your
character: The voice
Best prop of the show: The
gun
Funniest flub: When Aris
Awes (plays the role of
Seymour) almost dropped
me on stage.
Pre-show fuel: Water
Post-show fuel: Cookies
What do you want the
audience to know about
Little Shop of Horrors?
It's a crazy wonderful
production full of
incredible talent and
wonderful people.

MALCOLM

Malcolm Buisch
Role in the musical: Orin
Scrivello, D.D.S.
Grade: 11th
Favorite joke of the show:
Sean speaking yiddish
Favorite song: “Sominex”
Hardest thing about your
character: Beating up
Audrey
Best prop of the show: The
plant
Funniest flub: When Aris
dropped the gun
Pre-show fuel: Pasta
Post-show fuel: Anything
gummy
What do you want the
audience to know about
Little Shop of Horrors?
It was super fun to put
together!

ARIS

Aris Awes
Role in the musical:
Seymour
Grade: 11th
Favorite joke of the show:
Seymour: "I've done
terrible things but not to
you, never to you"
Audrey: "...but I want you
to seymour"
Favorite song: “Somewhere
that's Green”
Hardest thing about your
character: How much
Seymour develops and
changes throughout the
show
Best prop of the show: The
puppet lol
Funniest flub: "Feh, it's like
a joke."
Pre-show fuel: Water
Post-show fuel: Cake
What do you want the
audience to know about
Little Shop of Horrors?
It is a weird, really weird
show full of lovely people
and I hope it's as fun to
watch as it is to perform!

When you walk through
the halls of B wing, you
may hear students speaking
funky words beyond the
open doors of classrooms.
This is because Memorial
offers French, Spanish,
Chinese and German
language classes. These
classes are a great chance
to pick up a new skill,
meet new friends, and
take a break from your
normal school day since
teachers often incorporate
games and skits, and even
encourage talking between
peers.
Learning a new dialect
can bring numerous benefits
to your life. According
to ExaminedExistence.
com in their article “12
Benefits of Learning
a Foreign Language”,
students perform better
in other academic areas
when they take a foreign
language. The article states,
“Studies show that the
benefits of learning a new
language included higher
scores on standardized
exams in math, reading
comprehension, and
vocabulary by multilingual
students compared to the
scores of monolingual
students.” Because your
brain is made to think

Class Recommendations
Continued from page 4

differently and develop more neural
pathways associated with universal
things such as pattern recognition and
memorization, learning a foreign language
can help you in all aspects of school, not
just in the class itself.
With four great options to chose from, it may seem
impossible to make a choice to learn just one language.
The answer to this question is to find the one that you are
most interested in and one you think will help you the
most, not necessarily the one that your parents want you to
take. Here are some descriptions of the separate languages
to help you determine which one you might enjoy learning
the most.
Spanish is a very widespread language. It is the
third most commonly spoken language in the world,
so if you are looking to work in any job that requires
communication in the future, this is the right choice
for you. For example, health professionals, firefighters
and police, social workers and business owners all
interact with people on a daily basis. Perhaps for some
of these people, communicating in Spanish is easier than
communicating in English, so
this is when your high school
spanish skills will come in
handy.
When people think of French, the first thing they think
of is the language of love. French is spoken on five
different continents, and is an official language for the
UN, EU, NATO, and the Olympic Committee. If you are
thinking of going into a career that deals with international
relations or organizations, it is important that you study
French.
Chinese is a special option available
at Memorial that is not always
available in high school. The culture
surrounding this language is very
fascinating, and extremely different than that of American
and Eastern European cultures. Learning Chinese
will teach you not only new grammar ideas through a
character-based system, but also new cultural traditions
that will help you understand the world better. Knowing
Chinese will help you if you deal with companies that do
business in China.
Finally, German is also one
of the less commonly studied
languages. However, it is very
widespread in Europe. German companies create many
jobs for Americans. German is its own separate category
under the broader category of Indo-European languages,
unlike French and Spanish, it is not considered a romance
language. You’ll find that some words in German are
like those in English, but there is plenty to learn about
speaking it well, and about German culture.
With all of these great options offered at Memorial,
foreign language, study a language! Just remember,
studying languages benefits you academically, culturally,
and socially.

The New CAMM Class
By Perri Moran

Yes, the rumors are true: CAMM as you know will
be discontinued next year. But it’s not to worry: the
wonderful art department has a plan. Here’s what’s going
to be happening next year in the JMM world of digital
media:
Mr. Frontier, the current photo and video teacher,
hopes to take over the class known as CAMM next year
(if enough students sign up). However, the projects and
curriculum will be different. Rather than shooting photos
for the yearbook or writing articles for the Sword and
Shield, CAMM will become a Video II class. Video
production class with Mr. Frontier is a prerequisite for
next year’s CAMM, so if you successfully completed and
enjoyed video class and want to continue making videos,
then CAMM is the class for you. Some of the projects you
can expect are short narratives or clips for Spartan News,
short films for JMM Film Fest, or other video projects
based around your interests.
However, if you aren’t interested in video and you’re
looking for a class to work on the yearbook, school
newspaper, or announcements, then Yearbook Design and
Publishing is the class for you. (see next article)

Yearbook Design &
Publishing: A Major
Production
By Noah Schneider

Over the past 5 months I have been enrolled in
CAMM (Community Art & Mass Media) which currently
meets with Yearbook. After this year the classes will no
longer meet together but become two separate entities.
Yearbook will be taught by the ever so wonderful Ms.
Parris Ford. (See previous article for information on
CAMM). As you may imagine, Yearbook will mostly
focus on the production of JMM’s yearbook, called The
Olympian, along with some other small side projects. The
PowerPoints presented in the A-wing foyer and cafeteria
will continue to be a production of the Yearbook class.
The class will also assist the newspaper club with articles
and photos. I guarantee that anyone who takes this class
will find plenty of interesting and exciting pieces to work
on.
The production of the yearbook relies on multiple
programs including Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, and
Illustrator. By taking Yearbook, you will be given the
chance to learn and excel in all of these programs. The
yearbook requires thousands of photographs that are
mostly shot by students, so if you have an interest in
photography you will not be let down! One unique thing
this class has to offer is the option to learn and produce
at your own pace. You are able to sign up for any of a
number of projects ranging from difficult to simple. This
allows you to focus on one specific sector of design if
you wish. Whether it be your interest in a specific editing
software or a general love for the arts, any artist can find a
place in Yearbook Design & Publishing.
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Fitz’s ART
Class
By Stella Ma and
Audrianna Wu

This piece of art, made by former
Fitz students Stella Ma, Isabella
Wu, and Deborah Blank, embodies
the spirit of ART.

College is hard. But not
to worry! Fitz’s Advanced
Reading Techniques (ART)
class will prepare you for
the intense reading, vocabulary, and nerve-wracking
exams that are coming for
you in the very near future
(AKA college). Yes, Ms.
Fitz will crush your soul
(as far as reading goes), but
through practice exercises
and guided speed-reading
with books of your choice,
she will build you back
up into a student who will
finish a two-hundred page
book in less than four hours
(most high schoolers read
at about 200-300 words per
minute -- by the end of this
course, you’ll be reading
500-600 words per minute). Furthermore, college
vocabulary as well as
truly effective college study
skills are built throughout
the course, including advice
many people wish they
had known prior to starting
college themselves.
If you love reading (and/
or want to get better at
reading), want to take
better notes, and/or want to

ace college, TAKE THIS
CLASS! Seriously, this is
a really good course. The
class is one semester long
and is open to juniors and
seniors. If you have any
questions, see Ms. Fitz in
room 815.
What’s covered in the class:
--Speed-reading (Transform from an elephant to a
grasshopper-hummingbird!
[You will understand when
you take the class.])
--College vocabulary
--Note-taking skills (Recognizing patterns in the
organization of texts)
--Really good advice for
how to prepare for and
study in college as well
as really good test taking
strategies
--Books!!! Lots of them!!!
And of YOUR choice!!!!!
--A super awesome teacher

Ceramics
By Aly Rader

Ceramics and Sculpture
is a very hands on class.
Literally, your hands are
always on clay, the throwing wheel, and sculpture
tools, or at least that was
my first ceramics class
experience. Ceramics
and Sculpture 1 consists
of learning how to create
basic forms and dishes on a
throwing wheel and several
sculpture projects which
utilize your imagination,
wit and ambition. Learning
how to throw on a ceramics
wheel is a skill completely
foreign to many; however,
with patience and practice
the process is melodic and
smooth. Sculpting is a challenge where many artists

dream of grotesque, oozing
creatures or design castles
of kings but are then able to
construct and decorate them
with whatever they choose.
Ceramics class is a time
where your imagination is
allowed to roam and whatever you think of, you can
create. I truly believe that
anyone who doesn’t mind
getting a little dusty and
is willing to let their mind
slip into a world of fantasy,
Ceramics and Sculpture is
the class for you.

Band

By Megan Gale

Our band program consists of people of all ages
from throughout the school.
We work hard at what we
do and have a lot of fun at
the same time. There is no
experience necessary to
join band. Your colleagues
here help you learn quickly
and easily. You also get to
pick your instrument, and
you can learn your favorite
song on that instrument if
you would like. Everyone
here lends out a helping
hand and makes it a safe
environment for everyone.
We have plenty of opportunities to play, whether if
it is in front of your class,
or at concerts that we have
four or more times a year.
If you would like to learn a
new instrument, band is the
class for you!

Jazz
Ensemble
By Benoit
Ortalo-Magne

JMM offers Jazz Ensemble as a music elective for
anyone who is interested in
jazz music. Students must
be enrolled in one of the
JMM Band courses and
have a basic knowledge of
the fundamentals of jazz
music. The class currently
meets on Mondays from
7:00-8:30pm in the band
room. Throughout the
class, students will have the
opportunity to play both
classic jazz standards, and
modern pieces. Additionally, specific to jazz, students
are taught to improvise and
accompany others. Jazz
provides a unique opportunity to learn to play from
sequences of chords rather
than simply reading from
sheet music. Whether soloing or accompanying others
in jazz, musicians always
have the chance to enhance
and showcase their creativity. The JMM Jazz Ensemble performs at various
concerts and jazz festivals
in and around Madison.
The group has performed
at the UW Memorial Union
Terrace and more recently,
at Metcalfe’s Cafe. A highlight of the year is participation in the UW Jazz Festival. At this event, student
volunteers, professors, and
guest musicians, provide
JMM musicians free clinics
and coaching, leading to an
amazing evening performance open
to the public.
JMM Jazz
will perform
at on March 2
at 7:30pm.

JMM Wind Ensemble

AP
Pyschology

Club Spotlight: NASA
By Lily Lowndes

By Sam Bartkowiak

AP Psychology is probably one of the best classes
offered here at Memorial. When looking up the
different classes offered
here, the psychology class
is categorized in the history
department. While you do
learn the history, it isn’t just
some snore-inducing history class. You learn how
ethics come into play when
performing a psychological
experiment, diagnose case
studies during the mental
health unit, and learn the
foot-in-the-door phenomenon, and the door-in-theface phenomenon. Yes, it
may sound like a lot, but in
reality, AP Psychology has
one of the most comfortable environments for discussion--plus it helps that
the new psychology teacher, Ms. Voss, is so open to
anything you want to talk
about, and super helpful
when you don’t understand
a concept. It isn’t a hard
class, and you don’t have to
become a psychologist after
taking it, but it is an interesting and fun class that is
seriously worth your time.

Music
Theory

By Leah Vredenbregt

Music theory is a semester long class taught by
Ms. Pitt, the choir director.
Before you take the class,
it is recommended that you
have basic knowledge of
music notation and major
key signatures. The class
moves quickly but covers
most of what would be on
the AP test. While it’s not
an AP class, there is an AP
test available to take in the
spring if you would like.
Ms. Pitt recommends the
class for anyone who wants
to continue music after

high school, or anyone who
simply loves music. Singers, violinists, guitarists,
and anyone in between is
welcome. For the class to
be offered, enough people
need to sign up, so please
consider!

AP Statistics
By Deney Li

AP Statistics is easily one of my favorite
classes this year, with the
easy-to-understand curriculum and fun activities
during class. This school
year, the only class of AP
Statistics is taught by Mr.
Collins, JMM’s very own
boys basketball and volleyball coach. The class,
taking place during 7th
hour, has a mixture of
sophomores, juniors, and
seniors in it, as the class
can be taken without specific grade requirements or
prerequisites. Throughout
the year, everything from
Normal distributions to
probability to linear regression is covered through
in-class lectures, which
are also accompanied by
powerpoints.The textbook
is also extremely helpful,
and can help fill you in on
the lesson when you are
absent. JMM students tend
to do very well on the AP
Stats AP exam, signifying
that this class definitely
helps students understand
statistics and its use!

When you see the acronym NASA, you might think
of astronauts, shuttles, or even rocket trips to the moon.
However, this club has nothing to do with our Air and
Space program. The Native American Student Association, or NASA, is a relatively new club centered around
supporting and giving a voice to our native students, and
the native community. So far this year, we’ve hosted a
movie (Reel Injun, by Neil Diamond), held a panel discussion where students had the opportunity to ask questions
about Native culture, and also had a bake sale fundraiser
at the school art fair. Our next project will be planning a
field trip to East High School for their annual diversity
week. We’ll be teaming up with East’s NASA branch to
talk about the Native society, offer a unique perspective
on the issues of past and present, and encourage kids to
get involved with the club.
NASA is a fun club to be in: I’ve enjoyed planning
activities and having discussions about prevalent issues
in society today, such as the protests in Standing Rock at
the Dakota access oil pipeline, as well as how the media
portrays Native people and what we can do to broaden
the view on Native society. If you are interested in joining
NASA, you can stop by during one of our Wednesday
meetings held every other week (see schedule below**),
in the back of the library at the start of lunch. I would like
to dispel a misconception people might have: you don’t
have to be a Native American to join NASA. Everyone is
welcome! If you are curious about Native culture, or want
to learn about how you can be an ally (like me) to the
Native community, then this club is for you.
So why don’t you pop in for our next meeting? Again,
new members are always welcome, and we’d love to see
you there!
**List of the next five meetings: February 15, March 1,
March 15, March 29, and April 12.
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SYS Needs
YOUR Help!
By Devika Kamath

Are you the kind of person who
adores dogs? Cats? Building things?
Arts and crafts? Parties? Organizing?
Cooking? Helping other people?
Or meeting new people? If any of
these stand out to you, Spartan Youth
Service is the club for you! SYS has
numerous events coming up in February and we’d like to see you at them!
We encourage you to come to our
meetings after school every Wednesday in the Fox neighborhood center.
It’s a great time to meet new people
and find cool events just for you. By
joining SYS you will be helping the
community, but will be helping yourself become a better person as well!
Volunteering can make you become a
stronger and wiser person. It’s important to volunteer during high school,
and not just because it looks good on
college applications.
Mrs. Klopp, the SYS lead advisor,
recently asked the board members,
“Why are you volunteering?” Most
replied by saying it looks good on
college applications. However, another question that should be asked is,
“Why does volunteering look good
on college applications?” The reasons
behind volunteering are very important, and I think many people are
missing out on the true meaning of it.
Volunteering gives you a chance
to experience things in the outside
world, which is something you
cannot do just by sitting in school
or at home studying, or doing nothing. It gives you the chance to learn
about the world and apply what you
have learned in your classroom to
real world applications. Volunteering
makes you become a better person
because it improves your social skills
and develop qualities like organizing and time management. Instead
of spending a free Saturday watching T.V. all day, volunteering at St.
Mary’s will bring many more benefits, not just to your life, but to others
around you.
I want you to think about what volunteering is, how important it is, and
want you to really consider joining
SYS. Please make sure to follow us
on Facebook (JMM SYS) and Instagram (jmm.sys)
to stay updated.

Spartans Give Back Recap
By David Chen

Mental illness, for many people, was and still is a very difficult subject to
talk about. Up until very recently it has mostly been overlooked by society,
leaving those suffering from such conditions to struggle in silence. It is such
a difficult concept to grasp because of its effectiveness, as we see normal,
healthy people like you and I deteriorate so quickly without a tangible cause.
The Boys’ Swim Team decided to raise awareness on mental illness within
the Memorial community and hopefully spark some conversation with our
Spartans Give Back campaign. The issue became a personal one for me and
a few others on the team, as we had just lost a former club teammate, Zack,
who went to Middleton and Edgewood, to depression in February. In partnership with the Wisconsin Chapter of the National Alliance for Mental Illness
(NAMI), we kicked off our campaign and began a social media campaign with
20 days of kindness and daily facts about mental health conditions.
To raise money we sold t-shirts at school and online, while reaching out to
Zack’s former classmates and members of the Middleton and Edgewood swim
teams for support. Local area restaurants also reached out to help, with ChickFil-A, Culver’s, and Dahmen’s all offering to donate 15% of their proceeds on
a given night to our cause. On the day of the meet itself, a rowdy Chuck-ADuck raffle, silent auction, and dinner raised nearly $2000 by itself. Coupled
with the nearly $500 in t-shirts sold, donations by restaurants, and generous
donations made by the general public, we raised over FOUR THOUSAND
DOLLARS for NAMI, more than one and a half times our initial goal of
$2500.
But the most rewarding part of the entire event was seeing so many people
contribute to the cause. All the big name restaurants, all the high school swim
teams, not only Middleton and Edgewood but also the Madison West, Monona
Grove, Sauk Prairie, and Lodi teams, all the families, came together and united behind the campaign to raise money and awareness. Best of all, I watched
Memorial students stop by our table in the A-wing foyer, taking flyers, buying
shirts, making donations, and pledging their support. The collective support
and participation by the community went beyond every expectation I had
at the beginning of the event, and I thank you, every single one of you who
helped this campaign, for allowing us the success that we had.

Spartan Scoreboard:
MEMORIAL
FORENSICS
Rock River Forensics in Watertown (318 pts, 1st Place)

Demonstration Speaking: 1st: Devika Kamath, 4th: Jacob Larget
Duo Interpretation: 2nd: Aristotle Awes & Malcolm Buisch, 4th:
Amulya Suresh & Callum White
Extemporaneous Speaking: 5th: Evanka Annyapu
Farrago: 2nd: Kiran Arora, 3rd: Malcolm Buisch, 5th: Callum
White
Group Interpretation: 2nd: Audrey Accardo, Erica Reiners, and
Kiran Arora
Impromptu Speaking: 5th: Henry Wellington, 6th: Erica Reiners
Informative Speaking: 2nd: Evanka Annyapu, 4th: Priya Mathur
Moments in History: 2nd: Sophie Blumenstein, 3rd: Rebekah Cutforth, 4th: Kelly Luu, 5th: Meera Manoharan
Oratory: 4th: Megan Li
Play Acting: 1st: Brock MacDonald & Joel Faliski, 2nd: Jessica Liu & Molly Bidwell, 3rd: Lilly Lowndes & Tristan
Klahn
Poetry: 5th: Julia Zhou, 6th: Audrey Accardo
Radio Speaking: 1st: Joel Faliski, 5th: Brock MacDonald
Solo Humorous Acting: 1st: Lea Hulsey, 6th: Leah Metzger
Solo Serious Acting: 1st: Aris Awes, 3rd: Greta Larget
Special Occasion Speaking: 1st: Addie Zweifel, 2nd: Greta Larget
Storytelling: 3rd: Danni Yang, 6th: Rebekah Hershberger
DeForest Invite (325 pts, 1st Place)
Demonstration Speaking: 1st: Devika Kamath, 7th: Anna Hubbard
Duo Interpretation: 1st: Anna Bauer & Makenna Romines,3rd: Maddie Beishaw & Maddie Reynolds
Extemporaneous Speaking: 1st: Anurag Sandireddy, 2nd: Jack Votava, 4th: Elise Carl, 5th: Peter Yang, 6th: Evanka
Annyapu
Farrago: 3rd: Emma Cullen, 4th: Henry Capuano
Impromptu Speaking: 1st: Anurag Sandireddy, 5th: Elise Carl, 6th: Peter Yang
Informative Speaking: 1st: Priya Mathur, 2nd: Evanka Annyapu, 3rd: Nivedita Remji, 5th: Anusha Sahai, 6th: Michelle Shou
Moments in History: 1st: Shruti Sathish, 2nd: Ani Srinivasan, 4th: Simran Sandhu; 5th: Kelly Luu; 6th: Stephanie
Salgado
Oratory: 2nd: Tejvir Mann; 4th: Megan Li
Play Acting: 1st: Addie Zweifel & Jack Votava; 5th: Loren McMahon & Mary Shampo
Poetry: 6th: Julia Zhou
Prose: 4th: Lilly Lowndes; 5th: Claire Sun; 6th: Makenna Romines
Radio Speaking: 1st: Kelly Wu; 4th: Brock MacDonald
Solo Humorous Acting: 4th: Quillan Townsend
Solo Serious Acting: 3rd: Amanda Yao
Special Occasion Speaking: 2nd: Anna Bauer; 4th: Deborah Blank
Storytelling: 2nd: Danni Yang
Sun Prairie Tournament (330 pts, 1st Place)
Demonstration Speaking: 1st: Devika Kamath, 5th: Sydney Tang
Duo Interpretation: 4th: Julia Siegel & Lea Hulsey, 6th: Maddie Beishaw & Madelyn Reynolds
Extemporaneous Speaking: 1st: Anurag Sandireddy, 3rd: Elise Carl, 4th: Evanka Annyapu
Farrago: 1st: Malcolm Buisch, 7th: Callum White
Impromptu Speaking: 1st: Anurag Sandireddy, 2nd: Deborah Blank, 3rd: Elise Carl, 4th: Peter Yang, 6th: Addie
Zweifel
Informative Speaking: 1st: Samik Partha, 3rd: Evanka Annyapu, 4th: Nivedita Remji, 6th: Anusha Sahai
Moments in History: 1st: Ani Srinivasan, 4th: Kelly Luu, 5th: Shruti Sathish, 9th: Amulya Suresh
Oratory: 3rd: Samik Partha
Play Acting: 5th: Jacky Lin & Livia Xie
Novice Poetry: 2nd: Julia Zhou
Prose: 5th: Leah Vredenbregt, 6th: Maggie Sleeth, 7th: Makenna Romines
Solo Humorous Acting: 5th: Rayan Banerjee
Solo Serious Acting: 1st: Greta Larget, 5th: Aly Rader
Special Occasion Speaking: 1st: Deborah Blank, 2nd: Addie Zweifel, 4th: Greta Larget
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Trump
Inauguration
Experience
By Deborah Blank

“Here’s a guy who inherited $200
million. If he hadn’t inherited $200
million, you know where Donald
Trump would be right now? Selling
watches in Manhattan!” Despite Marco Rubio’s analysis of Donald Trump,
the Donald won both the Republican
nomination and the general election,
and was sworn into office on Friday
January 20. Memorial’s own Mr.
Olson brought a group of 10 JMM
students and one parent-chaperone to
President Trump’s inauguration, and
boy, was it an experience.
The roads were closed around the
National Mall, blocked by city busses parked across all lanes of traffic,
fences, and police cars with flashing lights. Members of the National
Guard dressed in their military uniforms were stationed at most intersections to direct pedestrian traffic and
vehicle traffic on the streets open to
cars. Along the fringes of the crowds
of people, merchants sold Donald
Trump merchandise alongside a
blockade of food trucks, and activists
or business representatives handing
out coupons or pamphlets.
We passed a group of protesters
holding signs with bible verses and
yelling to the masses along the street.
Although these were the only protesters we encountered, the security
checkpoint to the National Mall
through which we planned to enter
had been closed due to protesters, so
an hour before Trump took the oath
of office we relocated to the Washington Monument and witnessed the
inauguration on a jumbo screen with
hundreds of other spectators. Just as
we made our way through security,
we heard the end of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir’s performance, which
was a highlight, and realized that we
missed the Three Doors Down performance, an even more significant
accomplishment.
Watching Pence and Trump take the
oath of office felt surreal. The crowd
clearly had mixed feelings about the
outcome of the election. During President Trump’s speech, I heard both
whooping cheers and sardonic snide
comments.

The Scoop on
New Bell
By Lily Lowndes

For many, the new bell was seen as
unnecessary change. After all, why
fix something that isn’t broken? People realized they took something as
minute as the bell for granted, and it
turned into this whole ordeal, ranging from complaints made by many
students, to the creation of a change.
org petition, and even sparking twitter
accounts and a facebook page called
“Things That Are Better Than JMM’s
New Minute Bell”, where an anonymous user posted humerous photos
that they deemed better than the new
bell, like eating a lemon, or scratched
glasses.
Due to the overwhelming dislike
for the (as some have called it) siren,
I took action and got down to the
bottom of this adjustment, and interviewed our principal, Mr. Affeldt.
Mr. Affeldt explained that it all
started after the week of first semester finals. After all the students had
cleared out, the MMSD building
services department came to update
our bell system. This wasn’t about
implementing a change of tones, but
just replacing our outdated equipment. While they were on the job,
Mr. Affeldt remembered some feedback that he had gotten earlier in the
year; how the minute bell often got
confused with the bell signaling the
start of class. So, taking this to heart,
he asked if the the technicians could
switch it up, and make the minute bell
more distinct.

At the end of the day,
being at Trump’s inauguration was exciting, regardless
of political alignment. But
it wasn’t all fun and games,
however. According to the
health app on my cell phone,
we walked 14 miles, and my
feet really, really hurt by the
end of it.

Come Monday morning when
everyone had come back to school,
he discovered that they had done their
job all too well. It was so distinct in
fact, that “people came up to [him],
asking if there was a code red, or a
tornado drill”. Mr. Affeldt was just as
surprised as the rest of us, because the
intent was “not meant to be alarming”, just a small change to make the
bell like the easily distinguishable
minute bell from year’s past. And the
reason that the bell seemed to hold for
such a long time? It was programmed
to be the same length as the previous set of chimes that we had, which
turned out to be a whopping seven
seconds long. Staff quickly worked to
change it, and managed to shorten the
bell to be held for only three seconds
long.
The real problem for some students,
however, wasn’t the length, but the
actual pitch of the bell. Some went to
our principal and explained that it was
giving them migraines, and that they
had to be sent home. In response, Mr.
Affeldt and building services looked
into different tones that would be
more effective, and less alarming to
the students.
I left the interview with a powerful overarching message from Mr.
Affeldt: “I appreciate the way that
students are orgainising and trying to
find a way to unite behind a concern”
and “even if five people came up to
me, that would’ve been enough for
a change”, he said about the change.
org petiton that some students started
up. For any future problems, he said
“ I’m hoping people feel comfortable
whatever their concern, to come talk
to me”.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
January
SNL Recap
By Beatrice
Naujalyte

Well, we got cheated
out of an episode this
month. There was no
episode on the 7th, which
I totally understand, I
mean, everyone needs a
break around the holiday
season. But then we were
left empty-handed yet again
on January 29th, and with
no satisfying explanation.
I’ve searched high and low,
but all I could find was
that it was ”an off week
for the cast and crew” (The
Interrobang). If anyone
finds any more information,
please contact me, because
my mom stayed up late to
watch it and is demanding
an explanation.
Anyway, the two
episodes we did get were
total opposites. The two
hosts were Felicity Jones
and Aziz Ansari. One
flopped, one triumphed.
Can you guess which one?
*waits awkwardly a la
Dora the Explorer* If you
guessed that Felicity Jones
flopped, you’re right! Now,
I’m sure Felicity Jones is a
wonderful actress, but this
particular episode of SNL
was so painfully unfunny.
And all throughout, I felt
like Jones was looking a
few inches to the side of
the camera to read the cue
cards, which didn’t help at
all. There were a few gems,

however, and I’ll include
them so that there is a
balance between these two
episodes.
DONALD TRUMP PRESS
CONFERENCE COLD
OPEN
Ah yes, the obligatory cold
open starring Alec Baldwin
as Donald Trump. If you
haven’t been watching
the news, SNL might be
the bare minimum you
need to keep up with this
ongoing chaos. In this
press conference, Donald
Trump is confirming that
he has divested from his
companies. No, really, he
has. To outline his plan, he
brings in his two sons, who
each have about one tub of
hair gel in their hair. We
learn that Donald Trump
Jr. will be in charge of the
“day-to-day operations as
well as overseeing all new

deals moving forward”.
And Eric? Well, he’ll be
Eric. And he seems okay
with that. If that wasn’t
enough to convince you,
Donald Trump has brought
in his tax lawyer, Sherry
Dillon, who looks like she
has gotten exactly 5 hours
of sleep in the past week
and is 200% done with
your crap. “If he wasn’t
divesting, how could there
be so many dang papers?
There’s papers here, there’s
papers there, I mean it’s
like help, help, lifeguard,
I’m practically drowning
in papers.” If you just read

that quote with any hint of
energy go back and read
it again, this time with the
most bored, monotone
voice you can muster.
AZIZ ANSARI’S
MONOLOGUE
This doesn’t count as a
sketch but I had to include
it because Aziz Ansari
killed it. It was refreshing
to have an actual comedian
on the show after the
disappointment that was the
previous week’s episode.
With all of the political
tension in the country,
I think Ansari handled

it perfectly. It was tothe-point and humorous
without being insensitive.
In the beginning he speaks
directly to the people who
took Donald Trump’s
victory as a signal that
it was okay to be openly
racially prejudiced. “I’m
so sorry we never thanked
you for your service, we
never realized how much
effort you were putting
into the pretending, but
you’ve gotta go back to
pretending,” he begs. Then
he ponders the reason that
so much racism exists

in the United States. He
thinks that when crimes are
committed by minorities,
the news should do “a
second report about other
brown people up to normal
stuff…” Then acts out an
example, “...Not armed
and dangerous are these
four Muslim people eating
nachos in Chicago. Let’s
go to footage of them.
Uh oh, looks like Nasir
just spilled a little cheese
on his khakis!” And his
impression of the portrayal
of Muslims in film is spoton, definitely my favorite
part of the entire show, and
one you have to watch to
appreciate because I don’t
think a quote will suffice.
LA LA LAND
So I’m assuming that you,
the reader, have seen La La
Land. Wait, you haven’t?
Who do you think you are?!
In this sketch Ansari is just
a regular guy, a moviegoer
who accidentally let it slip
on a date that he thought
La La Land was only okay.
“La Land is a perfect film,”
Cecily Strong yells, playing
one of the cops questioning
this deranged lunatic. Beck
Bennett has to practically
pull her off Ansari, because
she is straight-up furious.
She screams, “I’d like to
see you sing on the day,
you dumb sack of crap!”
and she smashes the
window with a chair. This
sketch reminded me of why
I’m so glad these two have
remained on the cast for
so long. And paired with
Aziz Ansari? It was one of
the best sketches I’ve ever
seen.
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Soar Through the Skies in
Gravity Rush 2!
By Michael Rehani

When the PS Vita first
came out, games like UNCHARTED: Golden Abyss,
ModNation Racers: Road
Trip and Gravity Rush were
some of the first to be released for the console. People worldwide were excited
about the release, and even
more excited about the
games that were underway.
Unfortunately, the games
did not live up to the hype.
Gravity Rush, however,
was one of the exceptions.
It was, and still is, one of
the best video games for
the PS Vita console. It got
so much positive feedback
that it was not only remade
for the PS4, but a sequel
was also developed: Gravity Rush 2. Released on
January 18th, this game is
incredible. It can be played
on the PS4, but not the PS
Vita, as it proved to be a
failure. But with a ticket
price of $59.99, is it worth
it? Let us find out.
The plot of Gravity Rush
2 is original, but a little
bit boring at times. The
story follows a girl named
Kat who has the ability
defy gravity and tries to
use her power for good.
In her fictional town of
Hekseville, a race of monsters called Nevi terrorizes
the city. These Nevi vary
in strength and appear in
gravity storms - storms
similar to black holes that
consume all of the objects
and people in their paths.
Kat fights Nevi alongside
her ally Raven. Unlike her
police officer friend, Sid,
Raven has the ability to
defy gravity. For the most
part, this goes well, up
until a gravity storm takes
the three of them. When
consumed, these objects or
people are sent to different
areas. The players are sent
to an unknown place and

have to find their way back
home. The plot, though
good, can be fairly lengthy,
making the story feel like a
chore at times. Another potential issue is that people
who are new to the series
might find it difficult to understand what is going on.
Fortunately, the gameplay
more than makes up for the
boring plot.
Playing Gravity Rush
2 is incredible. The series
is known for its unique
physics, which allows
the player to defy gravity
and soar through the air.
Controlling the character
is easy and smooth. The
battles are fun, exciting,
and fast-paced, keeping the
player engaged as they try
to ward off enemies. The
game can be altered as Kat
has three fighting styles,
normal, Lunar, and Jupiter.
Lunar mode makes Kat
move faster and hit with
weaker attacks, while Jupiter mode makes her move
slower and hit with stronger
attacks. These styles are
fun to switch around and
play with. To spruce up
the game, in March, the
creators will be releasing
downloadable content for
the game, allowing players
to play as Raven as well.
Unfortunately, the gameplay is not perfect and does
suffer from a few problems. The demo is known
for lagging and glitches,
which can make playing
the game much less fun. It
is said that the full game
has these problems fixed,
but if it is anything like its
predecessor, lag will still
be noticeable. Despite its
flaws, the gameplay is one
of the stronger aspects of
the game.
Gravity Rush 2 has been
a success worldwide, and
it is easy to see why. The
game not only has great

A Selection
of Movie
Reviews
By Dane Peplinksi

ELLE
A psychologically thrilling
movie that focuses on not
just the huge mystery of
the film but also focuses on
deep dark subjects like rape
culture, masochism, and
psychological power. Elle
is a suspenseful film from
Paul Verhoeven 2 decades
since his last film showgirls
came out in 1995. This
movie proves that a director
can make a great comeback.
---9.8 out of 10
SILENCE
Silence is a highly underrated movie that was snubbed
from the oscars and barely
noticed by the world but it
will be a very appreciated
movie in the future.
---10 out of 10
SPLIT
M. Night. Shylmann is
back on track with doing
gameplay and a decent
story, but it also has many
cool features. After finishing the main mission, the
player can go back and
complete many side quests,
like collecting power gems
which can be used to level
up Kat’s powers, exploring the open world, and
much more. Features like
these are small but still,
make the game that much
better. Gravity Rush 2 may
be fun, but is it worth the
hefty price tag of $59.99?
If the buyer has played the
original game, definitely. However, if they have
never played Gravity Rush,
they should hold off on this
game until beating its prequel. I loved the game, and
recommend it to everybody.

great movies again with his
new masterpiece! Split has
such an intense film score,
dark cinematography, and a
suspenseful plot. The movie
really has a Se7en feel to it.
---9 out of 10
HIDDEN FIGURES
Hidden figures is a heartwarming film that I will
watch way more than
two times! It's perfection
is because of so many
things which is the cinematography, it's fabulous
soundtrack, its plot, history,
and it's astounding acting.
This film shows us that we
have much more to learn so
about black history we are
not learning in schools.
---10 out of 10

By Leah Vredenbregt

The stock market crashed and we had the St. Valentine’s
Day Massacre.
On the plus side, that year, 1929, gave us the first Academy Awards where the movie “Wings” won the award for
best picture, while Emil Jannings won best actor.
This year, at the 89th annual Academy Awards, the
musical movie “La La Land” and the influential 3-part
film “Moonlight” are seen as the top contenders for best
picture. Actor Casey Affleck is expected to take home the
award for best actor for his performance in “Manchester by the Sea”. His brother, Ben Affleck, was famously
snubbed from a best director nomination for his work in
the 2012 movie “Argo”. As for the women, Emma Stone
is favored to take home the Oscar for best actress for “La
La Land” after winning the Golden Globe award for that
same role. Viola Davis is seen as a top contender in the
best supporting actress category for “Fences”, having been
nominated for two previous Oscars, not winning either
time.
The last major category getting lots of attention is the
award for best director. While Damien Chazzel is being
praised for La La Land, Barry Jenkins could become the
first African-American to win best director for “Moonlight”.
After last years infamous #oscarsowhite, the Academy
has looked to diversify the nominations for their awards.
They, in my opinion, made huge progress this year. Three
black women are nominated this year for best supporting
actress, while four of the nominations for best documentary (the award going to the director) are African-American.
Ruth Negga, while not the frontrunner, has the possibility
to be only the second black woman in history to win the
best actress Oscar.
Tune in to ABC on February 26th at 6:00 to see if your
predictions are right.

XXX: The Return of Xander Cage
By Deney Li

“Guns, girls, global domination. Xander Cage is back.”
The third installment in the XXX film series is finally out
after a 12 year break from the previous movie. Thrill-seeking Xander Cage, also known as Triple X, is back in the
game with another action-packed film.
In XXX: The Return of Xander Cage, a dangerous
device called Pandora’s Box is stolen from the CIA by a
mysterious group of four. The box gives its owner the capability to choose any satellite from outer space and crash
it, and in the wrong hands, Pandora’s Box is capable of
destroying cities, disrupting the government, and killing
millions. The thieves have disappeared without a trace,
and the CIA can only think of one person who can find
and fight against such a powerful and meticulous group.
They recruit Xander Cage, played by Vin Diesel, to track
down the group of fiends and recover the box. Triple X,
along with his crew, locate Pandora’s Box and its holders
on a remote island, and after some argument, blood, and

Valentines
Trivia
1) Who was the

legendary Benedictine monk who
invented champagne?
2) Which was
Shakespeare’s most
romantic play?
3) What kind of
flowers are traditionally given to
symbolise love?
4) What other gift sometimes accompanies a bouquet of
red roses?
5) What was first created by Pope Gelasius in 500 AD, then
deleted from the Roman Calendar of Saints by Pope Paul
Vl in 1969?
6) ‘Valentine’ was the name given to which kind of early
Christian?
7) What day is Valentine’s Day held on?
8) According to the Legenda Aurea, or The Golden Legend, a fictional work written by Jacobus de Voragine
around 1260 AD, who wrote the very first Valentine’s message on the eve of his execution?
9) Who did the fictional St Valentine send his message to?
10) What had St Valentine allegedly done for his jailer’s
daughter?
11) What was this fictional St Valentine being executed
for?
12) As well as being the unofficial patron saint of love,
what occupation is St Valentine also believed to be the
patron of?
13) The British Museum holds a letter believed to be the
oldest valentine still in existence. Who wrote it?
14) Today we associate love with the heart, but this wasn’t
always the case. In medieval times, which internal organ
was believed to cause love?
ANSWERS :
1. Dom Perignon. 2. Romeo and Juliet. 3. Red roses. 4.
Chocolates. 5. St Valentine’s Day. 6. Martyrs. 7. February 14th. 8. St Valentine. 9. The daughter of his jailer. 10.
Cured her blindness. 11. Performing marriages in secret,
against the wishes of the emperor. 12. Bee keepers. 13.
Charles d’Orléans, captured by the English at Agincourt,
and then kept prisoner for the next twenty-five years. He
passed his time writing sorrowful poetry, including the St.
Valentine’s Day letter that describes his sadness at being
parted from his love. 14. The liver.

The Oscars

grenades, they make a shocking discovery. Now, the two
groups must come together to defeat a common enemy
that even the CIA hadn’t anticipated.
The movie, distributed by Paramount Pictures, is full of
exciting plot twists and keeps viewers at the edge of their
seats during the full two-hours. It also features a star-studded cast list, featuring Donnie Yen, Deepika Padukone,
Kris Wu, Ruby Rose, Tony Jaa, and Nina Dobrev. XXX:
The Return of Xander Cage is a wonderful movie, so go
check it out in a theatre near you!
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Twenty One
Pilots Visit
Madison
By Beatrice
Naujalyte

On January 31st, Twenty
One Pilots stopped by the
Veterans Memorial Coliseum on their Emotional
Roadshow tour. Just to
avoid confusion, let me
make it clear that the name
of the band is misleading.
They are neither pilots
nor are there twenty-one
of them. There are two.
The band consists of lead
singer/pianist Tyler Joseph
and drummer Joshua Dun,
although they both play a
menagerie of instruments.
There’s trumpet, ukulele,
bass, tambourine, etc. All
this makes it hard to label
their music as any one genre, but people have tried.
Throughout the internet,
once can find descriptions
such as: “alternative”,
“heavy metal piano”,
“ukulele screamo”, and
even “punk pop techno rap
ukulele emotional screaming”. You really just have to
listen to the music.
The timing of the show
(a Tuesday) wasn’t ideal,
but nevertheless, thousands
of fans showed up to fill
the arena that night. Doors
opened at 5:30PM and the
show began at 7PM with
a few songs from Judah
& the Lion, an alternative
band from Nashville. They
did a pretty good job, but
it’s hard to perform when
the stadium is half empty
and everyone is milling
about talking. After a short
break, Jon Bellion came out
to perform. You may have
heard his song “All Time
Low” on the radio, but
“Guillotine” and “Maybe
IDK” were also superb. His
songs are perfectly danceable and were a great warmup. I naively thought the
concert would start right

after, but to my dismay they
turned on some red lights,
hung up a sheer black sheet
in front of the stage, and the
waiting began. The tense
anticipation of the audience was palpable, and a
few spontaneous rounds of
applause didn’t hurry along
the process. Neither did it
help that we had to watch
the silhouettes of the crew
mop the floor about twenty times (or twenty-one?
wink wink). Then, a shadow whom I assumed to
be Tyler walked out to the
middle of the stage and just
sat there for a while.
Then, finally, FINALLY, they came out. They
opened with an intro from
“Fairly Local”, and then the
signature microphone came
down from the ceiling and
they burst out with “Heavydirtysoul”. It was pure
craziness. And when the audience joined in to sing the
chorus, it was pure beauty.
They had huge screens on
either side for close-ups of
the stage, and a wide screen
in the center for animations.
There was lots of fog, a few
explosion-like noises that
made me jump, and so, so
many lasers. It was really

just non-stop amazement.
After a set of songs on the
main stage, they moved to
the B-stage in the center of
the floor, and everyone followed with them, squeezing
in around the raised platform, phones held high and
ready to record.
There was no shortage
of surprises at this concert.
At one point, Tyler disappeared from under a sheet
and appeared suddenly on a
balcony. For the remainder
of the show, everyone in
the upper seats anxiously
watched their own balconies, hoping that Tyler
would pull the trick again,
this time by their seats.
Alas, their wishes were
unanswered. The same trick
does not work twice. But
there were plenty of other
things to entertain us - Josh
having a drum battle with
himself, Tyler crowdsurfing
in a giant hamster ball, and
a Mario Kart tournament
against Enrique, the best
player in Madison.
Most of the songs were
from their newest album,
Blurryface, but there were
some from Vessel, Regional
at Best, and their eponymous first album Twenty

One Pilots. My favorite
performance was “Holding
on to You”, but “Guns for
Hands” and “Car Radio”
were also phenomenal, and
the energy of the crowd
during “We Don’t Believe What’s on TV” was
unbelievable. Every time
Tyler shouted “1, 2, 3” we
screamed back a rapid-fire
“yeah, yeah, yeah!”.
The only downside of
this concert was the recovery period that was
necessary afterwards. I
can’t speak for everyone
else, but I know the transition back to school left me
totally unproductive for a
full day. When I tried to do
homework what came out
were not math equations
but rather lyrics of “Heavydirtysoul”. It was hopeless.
But truly, the concert was
the best I’ve ever been to,
and I’m determined to not
let it be my last Twenty
One Pilots concert. It was
thoroughly energetic and
moving. I guess you could
say it left me with a “Tear
In My Heart”.

Musician of the Month: Elena Santin, Grade 10
Since I was born, basically!
Why do you play music?
It makes me happy and I
love it soooo much.
What is your favorite
instrument to play?
Piano
By Lily Lowndes
Which music classes have
you taken at Memorial?
I played violin in
philharmonic orchestra last
year as well as this year,
and I also play cello in
concert orchestra.
How long have you been
creating art?

Horoscopes
By Sam Bartkowiak

Aries March
21 -April
19 Existing
relationships
can be
improved or
mended as
this is the
ideal time for dating. You
will be feeling and looking
more beautiful or handsome
than usual.
Taurus April
20- May 20
You have an
opportunity
to turn your
dreams into
reality by drawing on your
god given talents. As you
remain humble, this can
be your month to get stuff
done.
Gemini May
21 -June 20
Old friends
or lovers may
reappear to
continue where you left off.
The positive nature of this
aspect means you should
enjoy the love and affection
you deserve and may even
find your soul mate.
Cancer June 21 -July 22
Wealth, fame and glamour

Favorite composition
you’ve written?
I love composition, I don’t
have a favorite, but I really
like this piano solo I wrote
called Trust.
Where do you find
inspiration?
From people and nature.

may come
but above
all you will
feel happy
and content.
Romance
is also
possible as others find you
attractive.
Leo July 23 August 2
This is a most
favorable
time to
achieve
your desires and to reach
your goals. In all your
relationships, love and
professional, people will
warm to you and admire
your directness and
confidence.
Virgo
August 23 September
22 Rely on
your sound
judgement
skills to choose those
opportunities that are right
for you, as there will be
many coming toward you.
They may be in your career,
investment or business
deals, or personal life - like
relationships.
Libra September 23 October 22 You shall

Favorite artist?
David Lanz, he’s a
composer and pianist, he’s
great!

Do you have any advice
for fellow musicians?
For composing, if you get
stuck just push through,
and make yourself come up
with an idea. For musicians,
practice a lot otherwise you
won’t improve. You always
want to be improving,
because if you aren’t,
you aren’t being a good
musician.

Do you plan on continuing
music after high school?
Yes, I’m planning on going
to school for art, at a Music
conservancy, and major in
composing.

What instrument do you
want to learn?
Guitar or harp.
have an
intense start
to February.
Both
relationship
planets Venus
and Mars
are stirring up conflict and
adding stress to your love
life. The later days in the
month though, are the best
days of the month where
disputes can be settled.

Capricorn
December
22 January 19
The lunar
eclipse fosters
harmony
between friends, family and
lovers. You should enjoy a
supportive home life with
emotional nourishment
from friends, family, and
relationships.

Scorpio
October 23 November
21 The many
fortunate
aspects in the
lunar eclipse
this month give you the
opportunity to resolve any
relationship difficulties that
you may have experienced
in January.

Aquarius January 20 February 18 The majority
of the month is ideal for
romance, socializing
and having fun. Any
appointments, meetings or
business matters are best to
be scheduled this month.
This is also the best time of
the month for sitting exams
or asking someone out on
a date.
Pisces
February
19 March 20
Socializing
is favored
because of
your increased popularity,
making this an ideal time
to entertain others in your
home. Financial dealings
should go well, especially
investments in jewelry and
arts.

Sagittarius November 22 December 21 The best
timing for
starting your
new project is
from the end
of January
until the lunar
eclipse in
February. There will be a
focus on any difficulties
you are having in your love
life or with your financial
situation.
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Crossword
Puzzle

by Beatrice Naujalyte
ACROSS
2. The fictional town
featured in the video game
Gravity Rush 2.
4. He plays Xander Cage
in the new movie "XXX:
The Return of Xander
Cage".

5. This February 14th holiday centers around love,
but why not spend it with
friends this year?
9. See coach _____ if
you're interested in joining
girls' softball.
10. In his first few days as
president, Trump removed
us from the ______ Partnership
13. This is an important
quality to have but, if taken too far, can harm your

health.
14. A popular sign seen at
the Women's March read,
"A woman's place is in the
House and the ______"
16. The movie that Memorial's Native American
Student Association hosted
this year.
17. La La Land and
_______ are seen as the
two top contenders to take
home the Oscar for best
picture.

19. The group of students
who traveled to see Donald Trump's inauguration
walked _____ miles that
day.
23. She could be the
second black woman in
history to win the Oscar
for best actress.
25. Norman Yao explains
that time crystals are kind
of like ______.

26. Memorial's Jazz Ensemble recently performed at this grocery store's
cafe.
27. The foot-in-the-door phenomenon
and the door-in-the-face phenomenon
are just two of the things you'll learn
in this class.
28. The change to this part of our
school schedule prompted backlash
and even a Facebook page with a
petition.
DOWN
1. It took 495 of these units for scientists to achieve metallic hydrogen.
3. The main issues that were focused on at the Women's March were
“reproductive rights, __________, affordable health care, action on climate
change.”
6. Considering visiting this climbing
gym if you're looking for something
active to do on Valentine's Day.
7. The boys' swim team raised money
for this organization that helps those
affected by mental illness.
8. This Advanced Reading Techniques teacher will prepare you for
the rigors of college while also maybe
crushing your soul.
11. Colin Supple makes himself a
banana and _____ smoothie for game
day breakfast.
12. On a scale of one to ten, this is
how much Coach Slempkes yells at
track meets.
15. The official language of the UN,
EU, NATO, and the Olympic Committee.
17. Head coach of the Memorial girls'
gymnastics team.
18. His SNL character thought the
movie La La Land was just okay.
20. Spartan Youth Service meets
every ____ in the Fox Neighborhood
Center.
21. Join this class next year if you
have completed Video I and want to
continue making videos.
22. A composer, pianist, and the Musician of the Month's favorite artist.
24. Contact Ms. _____ if you want to
sign up to play ultimate frisbee!
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NEWS
Time Crystals
By Cedric Blackmore

In the past few weeks,
two major physics and
chemistry related discoveries have been made and
published: the synthesis of
metallic hydrogen and time
crystals. One clearly has
a much cooler name, but
before you get too excited
let’s find out what they
really are.
At Harvard University,
Professor Isaac Silvera and
postdoctorate fellow Ranga Dias have announced
the conclusion of a decades-long pursuit to formulate metallic hydrogen. The
possibility of hydrogen to
form a super-material at incredible pressures has been
theorized since the 1990’s,
but which one exactly has
been debated and as of yet
unsolved. The prevailing
theory is that it would
become a sort of metallic
substance, with superconducting properties at room
temperature. Most superconductors need incredibly
low temperatures to function, some close to absolute
zero and a few getting as
high as -70 degrees celsius.
The basis of the metallic hydrogen theory was
formed on hydrogen being
able to form a liquid at -253
C, a substance oft used
as rocket fuel. In order to
achieve the new solid state,
Silvera and Dias used a diamond anvil cell, a special
pressure mechanism using
a diamond head to achieve
pressures impossible on
earth. In past experiments,
the pressure necessary has
cracked the diamond heads
of the cell, so Silvera and
Dias used a special alumina, or polish, to prevent
cracking. At 335 Gigapascals, the hydrogen gas sam-

ple became dark, indicating
a solid. At 495 GPa, the
sample became “shiny”,
which the researchers claim
indicates its metallic nature.
For reference, our own
atmosphere has a pressure
of about .0001 GPa, and
to produce a diamond you
need about 3 GPa over a
couple seconds.
Dias made some comments on the discovery,
including that this is the
first sample of metallic
hydrogen to ever exist on
earth. The process of the
pressing was explained, as
the energy imparted to the
gas brings the nuclei close
enough together that the
electrons can depart entirely and allow the hydrogen
to settle into a orderly metallic crystal. Dias claimed
that the metallic hydrogen
was removed from pressure and was stable at
normal conditions, but also
that they wanted to avoid
further testing to prevent
damage to the sample. According to his comments,
metallic hydrogen could be
of great import for not only
energy transport with no
entropic loss, but also for
human transport in maglev
trains or electric cars. The
potential of rocket fuel was
also mentioned. Some other
scientists have criticized
the accuracy of the results,
claiming “shiny” to be a
poor proof. However, none
have explicitly disproven
any of the experiment.
Now, to the much more
interesting sounding name.
In 2012, Nobel laureate
Frank Wilczek proposed
the idea of “time crystals”.
At the molecular level, a
crystal exhibits a regularly
repeating pattern in all 3 di-

mensions, Wilczek suggested that a possible crystal
could exhibit a repeating
pattern in the passage of
time as well; perpetual,
regular, repeating motion.
Some criticized the idea,
claiming it was similar to
a perpetual motion machine, which is impossible.
Wilczek claimed it akin to
a superconductor, where
particles move without
resistance.
At the University of California, Berkeley, Norman
Yao and his colleagues have
published a way of making
time crystals. According to
Yao, 10 ytterbium atoms
are lined up in a chain, in
a closed system unable to
lose energy to the environment. Two lasers are alternately and regularly fired at
these atoms over a period
of time- one to create a
magnetic field and one to
alternate the spin of the first
atom. The spin of the first
atom influences the second,
and the second the third,
so on. Every time the first
atom switches spin, it sends
the spin down the chain.
After a period of time, the
lasers stop and the pattern
of switching spins propagates itself continually,
without added input- and at
an entirely different period
than the lasers used to start
the motion. Because of this,
the molecules reach a regular pattern but do not reach
equilibrium- they never
CAN equilibrium, which
makes them an entirely new
form of matter. This “recipe
for time crystals” was used
twice, once by Chris Monroe at University of Maryland, and once by Mikhail
Lukin at Harvard, in a
diamond. Yao explained

the crystals as “being like
Jell-o”: it jiggles when you
tap it... except it also jiggles
when you don’t tap it, no
matter how long you leave
it alone. While all of this is
thrilling, the time crystals
really don’t have any use
just yet. The researchers
gave a noncommittal answer, saying that they might
have some use in quantum
computing, but that has to
be researched.
As it turns out, the
metallic hydrogen is the
more useful one, even if
they couldn’t be bothered
to have a cool name for it.
Thanks for tuning into science news once again!

Women’s March on
January 21st, 2017:
A Revolution for Feminists Madison
By Evanka Annyapu

“Coach once told me that
I ran like a girl and I said
that if he ran a little faster
he could too.”
Women across the
world, even a generation
of youngins, clutched onto
posters, stood defiantly in
protest of the inauguration
that occurred the day before. January 21st, 2017 is
a day to make textbooks; a
revolution that gave a pedestal to the many feminists
around the world. From our
own downtown Madison to
Washington D.C., protests
raged everywhere. Millions
joined globally to voice
their efforts to expand and
protect the rights of all
women.
The year of 2016 has
specifically one that has
been driven to push women for independence and a
call to all feminists. From
the presidential election,
raging between Clinton
and Trump, women were
called forth. It consequently created a large divide
across the nation, especially
amongst people that are politically active. In times of
ignorance and persistence,
a generation of striving protesters change the prospects
of the future.
In a conventional structure, the women’s march
was centrally focused on
key controversial ideas. As
the Washington Post reported, they were “reproductive
rights, equal pay, affordable
health care, action on climate change.” Though the
march may have brought
a large number of people
together and reflected a
sense of gratitude amongst
supporters, their voices
haven’t been accounted
for in the decisions made
by President Trump. Immediately a few days after
in office, President Trump

started signing off executive orders. He cut business
regulation, banned incoming Syrian refugees and
immigration from selectively seven Muslim-majority
countries, made a plan to
build the wall between the
U.S. and Mexico, continued
construction of the Dakota and Keyline pipelines,
advanced actions to weaken
Obamacare, reinstated a
ban on international abortion counseling, and withdrew from the Trans-Pacific
Partnership.
The movement and
revolution of feminism in
the modern day has driven
itself into identity politics.
The true challenge of a divided America is not identity politics. With views and
decisions that are reflecting
populist nationalism, identity politics stands with no
ground. As the New York
Times writes, “The central
challenge is to rebind a
functioning polity and to
modernize a binding American idea.” A historical
moment that we will look
back upon 50 years from
now, is the story of how we
survived, how we fought,
and how we progress.

By Sanjana Kumar

On Friday, January 20th,
2017, Donald J. Trump was
sworn in as the 45th President of the United States.
And on Saturday, January
21st, millions of people
around the world walked in
the Women’s March. But
although the spotlight was
on Washington D.C, Madison didn’t do too shabbily
either.
Madisonians have a history of making their voices
heard through mass protest, and this Saturday they
continued this tradition.
Between 75,000-100,000
people marched, estimates
the Madison police department, creating the largest
protest since the 2011
protests against Governor
Walker’s controversial
collective bargaining bill.
Protesters walked up State
Street toward the Capitol, the crowd dotted with
distinctive pink “pussy
cat” hats on the heads of
men, women, and children.
Speakers included state
representatives and senators, public school teachers,
and students, all of whom
called for the need to stand
together and support one
another.
The official press release
by the Madison march
organizers was a call for
“equality and inclusion.”
Even though many marched
as a response to President
Trump’s inauguration, concerned about the policies
of the new administration,
overall the march was not
an anti-Trump protest. People carried signs advocating
for women’s reproductive
rights, climate change, and
LGBTQ+ rights, among
some. Some of the crowd
favorites (signs) were:
“Nasty Women”, “Love
Trumps Hate”, “A Women’s Place is in the House

and the Senate,” and “Love
is Love”. Many Memorial
students attended the March
as well — some were even
at the Washington D.C.
March! A Memorial student
who attended the Madison
march said: “I left feeling
like there was a huge group
of people who were going to fight for everyone’s
rights and nothing could
stop us.”
No matter your opinion
on the Women’s March, the
protests could not be overlooked — on that Saturday
morning, Madison helped
create history.
Sources include The Isthmus, NBC, and the Madison Host.
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Disks Out
for Ultimate:
Season
Preview
By Kelly Wu

Though there is snow
on the ground outside
and everyone is still busy
trying not to trip on the
parking lot ice, Memorial’s
Ultimate team has already
begun gearing up for a
great spring season. Ultimate Frisbee is staying as a
club sport this year, which
allows the team to travel
across the country to different USAU youth tournaments. This year the team
is participating in All Bets
Are Off, the Indy Invite,
Neuqua Knockout, Madison Mudbath (Memorial’s
sponsored tournament), and
the State Championships.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, at around 8pm, you
can find players working
out and running drills in
Jefferson Middle School
and Crestwood Elementary gyms. Additionally,
practice is held Saturday
evenings in the fieldhouse.
Indoor playing may not be
the optimum, but it shows
dedication and that the
players are willing to drive
out late and brush up on
their throwing and cutting

Update on the
Packers’ Path
to the
SuperBowl
By Garrett Kennedy
They like… lost… yea.

SPORTS
Preview
of Spring Sports
By Rahima Osman.

skills. Memorial faces
tough competition this year,
especially against West, so
the team is working hard
during the wintertime.
Practice involves a mix of
conditioning with suicides,
ladders and cutting drills
and gameplay fitted to a
smaller gym space.
Spring season will start
as soon as the weather gets
warm enough; until then,
Memorial Ultimate will be
busy training indoors for
some great future games.
Note: If you would like
to join ultimate, join the
Madison Memorial Ultimate Players and Supporters facebook page and/
or contact Ms. Rongstad
at karongstad@madison.
k12.wi.us . All players are
welcome, regardless of
skill level!

Winter --- and hopefully, all of that snow and bad weather --- is behind us. It is almost spring time at Memorial
High School, which means it is almost time for spring
sports to start up. Sports such as track and field, baseball,
soccer, softball, golf and tennis are ready to roll with a
great season once again. I would like to give a friendly
reminder to the spring athletes and parents that they are
required to sign a form on the Athletic Permit Card. The
spring sports of 2016-2017 are:
Track and Field: The first day of practice is March 6,
after school. Please contact Coach Frontier in room 521,
Coach Slempkes in room 610, and Coach Richardson in
room 518 with any questions.
Baseball: The first day of practice is March 20, and see
Coach Tim Richardson if you didn’t attend the previous
meeting and his room number is 864.
Boys Golf: The first day of practice will be on March 27,
depending on the weather. Please contact Coach Matthew
Hartmann if you didn’t attend the previous meeting or if
you have any questions.
Boys Tennis: Practice will start at 2:30 pm on Monday,
March 27. If you have any questions, please contact Coach
King in room 756.
Girls Softball: First day of practice is March 13, at 5:30
pm. Please contact Coach Janssen if you have not been to
the previous meeting and if you have any questions.
Girls Soccer: First day of practice is March 20, and please
contact Coach Ben Voss if you have questions. Pre-season
practice are on Wednesday morning every week at 6am.

Interview With Coach
Slempkes
By Rahima Osman.

Q: What does it feel like being the head coach of the
Girls Track for the second year?
A: I am excited and comforted to see an improvement
from the previous years and more girls qualifying for
state.
Q: What teams have been the biggest competitors last
season?
A: Sun Prairie and Middleton have been the biggest rivals
for more than a decade and still are.
Q: What brings the Girls Track team together?
A: The captains are the ones that mostly handle the potlucks and they really do a good job by engaging more
with the girls.
Q: On average, from 1 to 10, how much do you yell
during a track meet?
A: 10, but not compared to the basketball games. I try to
be more encouraging and motivating to the track and field
students.
Q: Favorite food:
A: Cranberry pecan salad with green onions.
Continued on next page...

Hockey
Prep
Profile:
Colin
Supple
By Philip
McCarthy

Q: When is your
last regular season game?
A: Our last regular season game
is in Brookefield
on February
10th.
Q: Who is
the best team
you’ve faced
this year?
A: Waukesha is
best team we’ve
seen this year.
Q: What is your
team’s biggest
accomplishment
thus far this
year?
A: Thus far this year, our team’s biggest accomplishment
is that we beat Verona on January 16th.
Q:Are there any specific goals that the team had set
out to accomplish at the beginning of the season? If so,
do you think you will accomplish these goals?
A: I don’t think we are a team to sell ourselves short. At
the beginning of the season, we set out to make it to the
state tournament at the Coliseum. I still believe that this is
a feasible goal.
Q: Do you have any specific way to prepare on gameday?
A: Each game day I make a peanut butter banana smoothie for breakfast.

Q:An advice you would like to give to girls who might
consider joining track and field this season?
A: Being patient and giving your best efforts, and most
importantly, working your hardest at and training during
off season.
Q: When is the next girls track meeting?
A: The next track meeting is February 7th, after school at
the Wisconsin Neighborhood.
Q: Anything else you would like to add?
A: Just excited for the 2016-17 season to start.

Girls’ Gymnastics Set for a
Great
Season
by Beatrice Naujalyte
It’s February and girls’ gymnastics is well into their
season. They’re ready to make it their best one yet, with
Michelle Fuller as head coach, Danielle Moehring as
assistant coach, and their two team captains, Sam Adler
and Daine Riggins. Here is Daine now with some insider information on the team’s challenges, successes, and
traditions!

Q: What does a typical day of training look like?
A: A typical day of training consists of running for 5 minutes to warm up followed by stretching, and then we split
up and go to the various events.
Q: What have been some difficulties that you’ve experienced this season?
A: We have had a lot of injuries this season but now we
bounce back
Q: Do you have any traditions for meets?
A: I always bring my rope to meets and we always do a
cheer at the beginning and end of meets, also Michelle
always asks us what we are going to squeeze before beam.
Q: What has been your best meet so far this year?
A: We had a really good meet against West. [The Memorial Varsity team placed first.]
Q: Anything else you would like to share?
A: Also, Mikaela Miller makes some mean raps. And by
mean, I mean actually really hurtful.
(Responses have been edited for clarity.)
Big thanks to Daine Riggins for answering our questions!
You can watch the team compete at Conference on Saturday, February 18th, right here at Memorial. And on
Saturday, February 25th you can find them at Sectionals
at Middleton, where they can qualify for State if they are
one of the top two teams! “Keep an eye on Junior Natalie
Donkle who has a really good chance of qualifying individually for State,” says Ms. Fuller.
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OPINIONS

Another Lonely
Valentine’s

Resilience Isn’t Always Worth Striving For

Another year has come around;
pinks, reds, and vibrant gooey colors
are everywhere in the stores to let us
know once again that we are single
on Valentine’s Day. It’s tempting to
buy 15 pounds of chocolate and a
bouquet of roses, just for ourselves.
Here are some Valentine’s Do’s and
Don’ts!
It’s almost never fun to be alone
on Valentine’s Day, especially if all
of your friends are out snogging,
going out to expensive places and
overpacked movies; while you sit
home, eating as much food as you
can stuff in your face, and watching
the Marvel movies for the 10th time.
Here are some other ways to spend
this corporation-made holiday that we
shouldn’t need to give to the one we
love. On this one painful day of the
year that we all have to go through,
we have to respect the other couples
and not be the grinch of Valentine’s
Day. We can only respect that they
found what most of us want, but not
what all of us actually need at the
moment. Don’t tell your friends they
are gross or insult them for being
with their special someone: they most
likely are excited to be together with
that other person, and even if you’re
upset, it really hurts your friend if
you aren’t there to support them.
What if you’re one of those
people who always hates when
Valentine’s comes around and never
makes plans on that day? Instead
of doing nothing all day, how about
you spend time with a friend who
feels the same way you do, even
if they are JUST your friend. Take
that friend out, although nothing
expensive, maybe a nice dimly lit
dinner at the local Burger King; or
if you want better food, step it up a
bit and make your way to Culver’s.
Then head to a park, or take them
to the cheap theater where tickets
are three dollars. Have a nice long
conversation about anything other
than this Valentine’s Day. If you’re
looking for something more sporty

Resilience, or the capacity to quickly recover from difficulties, has always
been something I’ve worked towards. From pushing myself to take risks to
recovering from difficult experiences, I’ve always pushed myself, both physically and mentally, to work harder and to be better. I’m a perfectionist, and
although I hate flaws, I’ve learned to embrace them. It’s what makes each
of us who we are, and, bottom line, what makes all of us human. Now that
I’m a sophomore in high school, my resilience is tested practically every day
through the challenges of school and classes, and life in general as a teenager
and highschooler. But, as I was recently reading an article in the New York
Times from January 27, 2017 titled “Why Succeeding Against the Odds Can
Make You Sick” by James Hamblin, I began to question my opinion on resilience. Now, I believe that resilience isn’t always worth striving for, and can it
can sometimes have undesirable consequences if we push ourselves too far.
The article references a study conducted by researchers from Pittsburgh
who were trying to answer a question that seemed very simple: why
do some people get more colds than
others? The researchers got together
a couple hundred people who agreed
to take part in the study in return for
compensation of $800. The subjects
agreed to get their noses sprayed by
the researchers with a rhinovirus that
was known to cause the common
cold. There were astonishing results.
Researchers from the University
and active take a trip to Boulders,
of Georgia discovered that the test
where you can use teamwork to climb subjects from the Pittsburgh study
your way out of this Valentine’s Day
who were more diligent and willing
slump. Remember, you are with your to strive for success were more likely
friend, so there is no need to clean
than the others to get sick. It was
up and look nice. All you need is,
later discovered that these people had
at the least, pants and a shirt. Heck,
white blood cells that were premago in your pajamas. The nice thing
turely aged compared to their peers,
about being single is you don’t feel
which was the reason they were more
the pressure of looking nice and being prone to illness.
uncomfortable.
This common phenomenon, which
Although it’s nice to be with people is usually caused by people working
on Valentine’s day, if you have no one hard within a system that has not ofto hang out with do not fret! Cuddle
fered them the same opportunities as
up with a pet, or your childhood
others, causing their health to deteriostuffed animal that everyone still
rate, has become known as the “John
has. Have a movie marathon of
Henry effect”. This phenomenon was
your favorite movies and take a nice
named after a sharecropper from the
long bath, without worrying about
early 1900’s named John Henry who
who’s not alone. Alone time can
was resilient and wanted to succeed
be beneficial- it provides space and
in life. By the age of 40, through his
time to focus on your well being.
hard work, he owned 75 acres of land.
Valentine’s Day can be a downer, so
However, he soon began to suffer
when you start to feel that drowning
from hypertension, arthritis, and a
feeling of resentment, do something
sever case of peptic ulcer disease,
that makes you happy.
which shows us that his resilience

By Taylor Bearden

By Shruti Sathish

Continued from page 22
might have hurt him in the long run.
Resilience can cause severe health
problems, as shown in the studies from the
article, due to the work and stress we put
ourselves through to get us where we want
to be, especially if we dream big and work
ourselves too hard. It can both help and
hurt us in the long run. Therefore, now, I
truly believe that resilience isn’t always
worth striving for. It is important for us to
consider how much we can handle before
we take up something, because working
ourselves to the limit can sometimes have
undesirable consequences.

Students’
Take on the Bell Ordeal
JMM’s recent change to the one-minute bell left many students
wondering why the infuriating change was made in the first place.
Since then, the bell has been changed to a more pleasing sound.
We asked a few students to tell us about their experiences throughout
this process. Read on to find out more:

By Lily Lowndes

On Monday January 23rd, 2017, a change was introduced to JMM.
The change I am referring to, of course, is the new bell. Personally,
after hearing the bell for the first time early Monday morning I was
displeased to say the least. I winced as the shrill tone pierced my ears. It
was no longer the gentle marimba-like pings of last semester, but rather
something that could be likened to the feedback of a microphone when
you first turn it on. The screeching note seemed to sustain for over ten
seconds, all of a sudden apexing and getting louder about three seconds
in. This certainly helped with the
confusion about which bell was the
one that actually started class, but
the particular noise chosen was very
annoying, and a little frustrating.
Luckily in the days following the
change of tones, there has been a trial
of several potential new bells, and
I am relieved. I can walk into class
greeted by a cheerful ping, rather than
the high-pitched, blaring siren.

By Meghana Kalluri
and Riva Shrestha

A tornado warning. The start of the
Hunger Games. The signaling of the
Purge.
All of these were synonymous to
JMM’s recent one minute bell change.
It is understandable why having a
different sound for the one minute
bell would be beneficial, but why was
it the worst? Reactions to this recent
change were unanimously negative.
Everyone agreed: we hated it. Along
with complaints and eyes rolling in
unison, a Facebook page dedicated
to our school’s newest addition was
created. Titled, “Things that are
better than JMM’s new one-minute
bell”, the page had some popular
posts including- “getting run over
by a train”, “having to do homework
on a sick day”, “unnecessary love
triangles”, “that one place on
your back you can’t scratch” and
especially, “the old one minute bell”.
Every time that dreaded bell went
off, the whole student body could be
heard groaning simultaneously. Sixty
seconds until the beginning of class
had never been more agonizing. The
intention of the bell was to encourage
students to arrive on time for their
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Continued from page 23
classes. However, the
ear-splitting noises instead
caused a great annoyance
and a rush of anxiety for
the majority of the school.
We are thankful that this
bell has changed, and has
been replaced with a more
cheerful sounding “ping”.
Our ears have thanked you.

By Sam Bartkowiak

Hadley

Odoi

WHO WILL WIN THE

$2,500
VotingSCHOLARSHIP?
starts February 6
Be inspired and cast your vote at
SummitCreditUnion.com/ProjectTeenMoney

“When walking the
school hallways, have you
all heard the new “bell”?
I would be surprised if
you hadn’t because it’s
blaringly obvious. There
must be a good reason why
the school would change
the sound of the minute
bell, but from my angle,
no one likes it. I’ve heard
multiple people say that the
bell sounds like a siren, and
they think that it’s either the
fire alarm, or a code red.
Why was the bell changed?
I feel like there isn’t a point
to just change the minute
bell, especially one as loud
and scare-inducing as this
one.”

